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About This Game

Visit the Haunted Graveyard -- if you dare!

This spooky fun walk through a magical haunted graveyard is suitable for all ages. Meet the ghosts, explore their world, and
learn their secrets. But you'd better keep moving -- if you're still in the Haunted Graveyard at midnight, you'll be trapped here

forever!

Made for VRcades

We have made this project specifically for VRcades, where we believe it will serve as a great introduction to VR and a fun
experience for a broad audience. VRcade licensing is available through SpringboardVR and SynthesisVR.

A Cinematic VR Experience

The Haunted Graveyard is not a videogame. It is a fifteen-minute VR experience with light interactivity intended for new VR
users. Highlights include:

A rich and beautifully haunting landscape that transports you to another world

An original lush orchestral soundtrack composed by Winifred Phillips (Assassin's Creed III: Liberation, God of War)
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and produced by Winnie Waldron

Extensive motion-capture performances by professional actors
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Yeah... $6 is a bit much for this ride, but it is certainly well made!
At most, I would have liked a few skeletons jumping out or something... it was very tame, but beautifully made. Honestly, it was
like a relaxing stroll through a victorian graveyard.. Excellent characters and ambience.
It is a nice ride for newcomers.. It basicly is like a half an hour disney ride. There's singing, jump scares and good humor! I can
highly recommend this game to anybody he wants a good giggle and scare. I hope they make more of thise, this was a lot of
fun!. Haven't played it through yet (managed to trigger the ship captain's trip twice by accident so stopped)...

This is a wonderfully made experience. The characters are gorgeously made, their animation wonderful, and their voice acting
superb.

As others have said, this very much has the feel of a Disney ride, especially when songs are involved!. 1/10
How is this even remotely acceptable?!?!? A 20 minute game at full pice. Avoid this like the plague!. Very, very well done.. I
had taken a break from VR and this game (from a bundle) was my first back. Highly enjoyed.. This was a well made
experience, perfect for Halloween. The character animation and voice acting was spot on - even better than the developer's
previous impressive VR short. I was expecting a slightly longer experience at the price point, and perhaps a little more room for
exploring some new scares.

I found the movement system pretty nice overall and it felt fairly natural. I kind of would have liked the option for snap turning
for my 2 sensor rift setup, but even without it I had no problems getting around. There was a minor bug with the menu not
allowing input, but pressing A started the experience without it.
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Excellent characters and ambience.
It is a nice ride for newcomers.. HG is AWESOME. Excellent title to own for "show and tell". The animation, graphics, audio
acting, music is all of excellent quality. Very short, very good for the family. Reminds me of that haunted house in disneyland.

You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll kiss six bucks goodbye!. Played this on my HP Windows Mixed Reality set and it worked
perfectly.

A short little adventure for showing off VR to others, not really any gameplay but very nice atmosphere/ambience and mild
scares so that almost anyone can enjoy.. Excellent VR experience. Awesome atmosphere, attractive NPCs, superb voice acting.

Not scary for adults, but may be for children. Overall a fun and very polished game/experience.

I would recommend adding settings. Allow users like me to remove movement vignetting, and add a teleport option for those
who need it. Make the teleport animation very dim and small so it doesn't effect the immersion.

Highly recommend.. High production value and just in time for Holloween! Could have used a few more jump scares, but all-in-
all well worth the price point of $6. Thanks!. It is a delightful VR experience.. I didn't expand/read the description fully and
wasn't aware this isn't much for interactivity but I enjoyed it nonetheless. The environment is beautiful and for the price, a
decent VR walking simulator sounds about right.

EDIT: I should clarify I got this on sale.
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